
Welcome!

Dr. Catalina Lopez-Corpa, CEO, Genome Canada

"Let it be felt in your heart. Look at the realities. Listen to your ancestral knowledge. Elder Claude McDonald. One who shares."

Genome Canada

100,000+ Genomes Project

Whole Genome Sequencing

Diagnostic Yield - Rare Disease

Elder Claude McDonald. One who shares.

The Good Life


The only way we can solve society's biggest problem is by working together.

Dr. Sue Hill

Genomics Drives Better Health Outcomes

Earlier/More Precise Diagnosis

More Effective Treatments

Faster Adverse Reactions

Preventative Approaches

Genomics Ecosystem

Features

Long-term planning

Marking at systems level

National level (standardization)

Complex but purposeful Governance

Coordinated investment making process. Operation.

Q&A

Data Standards - CRITICAL to Genomics

Priority Setting

Equity, Diversity, Data Collection

Public Engagement: all = strategy

Patient-centred

Lessons learned:

Open minds. Open hearts.

Our purpose: connect young people to one another.

Public Dialogue (200) informed choice

Governance, standardization, collaboration.

Leadership.

Women in progress.
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Drawing Change

LIVE GRAPHIC RECORDING.

Yolanda Liman.